
Dear Parents,

Greetings!

Pre-Primary Weekly Report of AISV from 5th April to 9th April 2021

AMICUS INTERNATIONAL PRE SCHOOL. VADODARA.

PRAYER TIME

● God’s Love!
● Sanskrit Shlok - Twamev Mata Cha Pita Twamev

FIRST DAY OF SCHOOL (5th April 2021)

When you enter this classroom

You are Scientists. You are Explorers.

You are important. You are Loved.

You are respected. You are a Friend.

You are the Reason - We are here!



NURSERY

YOGA/SHLOKA Kids were introduced to new exercises like back turns, jumping jacks
and side bends.

ENGLISH/
PATTERNS

Little ones enjoyed doing scribbling (pre writing skill). They were
introduced to Standing Line and Sleeping Line through video and
objects .

CIRCLE
TIME/RHYMES

Little stars swayed and swirled on the tune of the WELCOME SONG!!

MATHS/PATTERNS Tiny tots were introduced to pre - math concept of Big and Small
through video and objects.

FINE MOTOR Shining stars practiced Standing Line and Sleeping Line with the
help of crayons and watercolors and thus enhanced their fine motor
skill through this activity  .

GK/SHOW & TELL Master minds were taught the concept of This is me. They enjoyed
colouring  in the cake.

ART & CRAFT Young artist had fun by colouring in a star and a mango.

GROSS MOTORS Children enjoyed walking on dupattas that were arranged on a floor in
Standing and Sleeping Positions.



LKG

YOGA/SHLOKA Children were introduced to a few exercises like hand moves,
jumping jacks and side moves.

ENGLISH/PHONICS Toddlers practiced different types of patterns through textual
exercises.

CIRCLE
TIME/RHYMES

Tiny tots had fun learning a new rhyme Hot cross buns through a
video and actions.

MATHS/PATTERNS Little stars were introduced to numbers 1 to 10 through picture wall
talk and pre math concept Big and small through real objects.

HINDI Tiny tots learned pattern writing on slate and in note book as well as
in text book page no. 5 and were also introduced to rhyme - Hathi
raja kaha chale.

GK/SHOW & TELL Kids were introduced to various vegetables through picture talk and
ppt shown to them. They also learnt about their colours, uses and
taste along with the rhyme aaha tamatar.

ART & CRAFT Little stars tried their hands on pre hand drawing by doing patterns
in their Navneet textbook and also coloured the image of Teddy
bear in their textbooks.

PEER CHAT/
STORY TELLING

Children were introduced to a story of Clever Kina through role play
done by teachers, flannel board & flash cards as well as through a
video story.



UKG

YOGA/SHLOKA Children practiced the shloka "Tvameva Mata Cha Pita Tvameva"
on a daily basis. They were also introduced to a few exercises like
hand moves, jumping jacks and side moves.

ENGLISH/RHYMES Children practiced letters Rr and Ss in the notebook.

ENGLISH PHONICS Rising Stars joyfully read the ‘e’ sound words and sight words.

MATHS Kids were introduced to “Sorting and Counting” through PPT and
text books. They enjoyed learning “Left and Right” concepts with the
game and coloured the same in the textbook.

HINDI Kids enjoyed sharing swar with their teacher and wrote “ अ आ “ in
their textbook and enjoyed playing games.

GK/SHOW & TELL Kids wrote about "Myself" in the textbook.

ART & CRAFT Little one enjoyed colouring the image of a “ Peacock ” and happily
showed it to their teacher.

PEER CHAT/STORY
TELLING

Kids enjoy talking to their Friends and Teacher.





 
 
 
Dear Parents, 
 
Greetings! 
 
Please find the Primary Weekly Report from 5th April 2021 to 10th April 2021   - 
AMICUS INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, Vadodara. 
 
 

 

 

ONLINE CLASSES & EXAMS: 

Online classes and exams were conducted 
for grades 1 to 4 through the Zoom Cloud 
Meeting App and 5 to 9 through Google 
Meet. Students were taught all the subjects 
i.e. English, Hindi, Maths, Science, Social 
Science, and Life-skills.  

Gurukulam, Music, Dance sessions, Art and 
Craft were also conducted for the students. 

 

 
     

 
 
 

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED 

English Students revised alphabets, vowel words, missing letters and words 
ending with the letter ‘e’. Students were also introduced to the first 
chapter ‘My Family’, wherein reading and explanation of the same was 
done. 

Science Students were introduced to a new chapter “Things Around Us”, 
wherein they came to know about the difference between living and non-
living, natural and man-made things. Also, they wrote difficult words of 
the chapter in the notebook. 

Maths Children learnt Pre-Number Skills, concepts of Big-Small, More-less, Far 
Near, Top-Bottom, Long/ Tall-Short, etc. This was also explained by giving 
pictorial examples on the whiteboard followed by a practice exercise to be 
done in their notebooks. Class activity session was conducted wherein 



SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED 

children presented various things in their houses to show the above 
concepts. 

Life Skill Having and encouraging good hygiene practices is essential for reducing 
the risk of cross-infection and so students of class-1B explained the very 
important topic The Importance Of Hand-washing. Our kids even 
practiced steps of washing hands on their own. This helped to develop 
appropriate personal hygiene habits in our kids. 

Hands-On 
Experience 

Students with the help of their teachers' guidance did an interesting 
activity of Float and Sink using various objects available at home. This 
activity increased curiosity in kids wherein they asked questions like - 
Ma’am please tell us if the boat floats then why the submarine 
sinks in water? 

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students learned 
prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique, healing technique, 
and cosmic chants. The session gave all a chance to close their eyes and 
introspect, attain a few moments of calm and time with “Self”.  

Dance Students enjoyed the dance on the ‘Itni si hasi’ song. 

 
 
 

 
 

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED 

English Students were introduced to their book as well as reading and 
explanation of the chapter ‘Playing Together was done. 

Science Students were introduced to a new chapter “Types of plants”, wherein 
they came to know about the classification of plants. Also, they wrote 
difficult words of the chapter in the notebook. 

Maths Students came to know about forward and backwards counting, before, 
after and between nos., ascending and descending order, greatest and 
smallest number. Also, the revision of Numbers 1 to 100 was done. 

Hindi छात्रो ंने िवसग� की मात्रा वाले श� का पठन िकया और नमः  के प्र�ो की चचा� एवं लेखन िकया 
|  

Life Skill Having and encouraging good hygiene practices is essential for reducing 
the risks of cross-infection and so students were explained the very 
important topic The Importance Of Hand-washing. Our kids even 
practiced steps of washing hands on their own. This helped to develop 
appropriate personal hygiene habits in our kids 



SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED 

Hands-On 
Experience 

Students with the help of their teachers' guidance did an interesting 
activity of Float and Sink using various objects available at home. 

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students learned 
prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique, healing technique, 
and cosmic chants. The session gave all a chance to close their eyes and 
introspect, attain a few moments of calm and time with “Self”.    

Dance Students enjoyed the dance on ‘Badal pe paon hai’ song. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SUBJECTS 

STUDENTS LEARNED 

English Students watched the video of the chapter ‘The tale of Peter rabbit and 
reading and explanation of the same was done. Students also tried solving 
textual exercise - comprehension 1 in the textbook. 

Hindi छात्रो ंने “जय िहंद “ किवता को समझा , किवता का गान िकया और देश के प्रित स�ान जैसे 
जीवन मू�ो ंको जाना | किठन श� एवं श�ो ंके अथ� का लेखन िकया | 

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students learned 
prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique, healing technique, 
and cosmic chants. The session gave all a chance to close their eyes and 
introspect, attain a few moments of calm and time with “Self”.     

Art & Craft Students had fun drawing different types of flowers and did picture 
composition, ‘ colouring a boy’ and drawing calligraphy-sketch different 
patterns. 

Dance Students enjoyed the dance on ‘Dil duba’ song. 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED 

English Students were introduced to a new chapter ‘Twelve Silver Cups.’ New 
words and storyline were discussed. The reading practice was done. 

Math Students were introduced to a new chapter “Place Value of Large 
Numbers”, wherein they came to know about the five and six digits 
Indian and International numeration system, their place value and 
expanded form. The textual exercise was discussed and solved in the 
class.  

Science Students were introduced to the Chapter “Green Plants”, where different 
kinds of leaves i.e. shape, colour and parts of a leaf were demonstrated 
with live examples. Students were able to draw and label the parts of 
leaves. 

Social 
Science 

Students were introduced to the chapter “Our Country India”, wherein 
an explanation about India’s position on the world map, Ranking, 
Neighbours, Political and Physical division was carried out with videos, ppt, 
along with a discussion of textual objectives and subjectives, practice maps 
and worksheets were done. 

Hindi छात्रो ंने “यह है �ोहारो ंका देश “ किवता को समझा , किवता का गान िकया और भारत देश 
की सं�ृित , भाईचारा जैसे जीवन मू�ो ंको जाना।  और किठन श� , श�ो ंके अथ� के अथ� का 
लेखन िकया |  

Gujarati  િવ�ાથ�ઓએ  સ્વર ની સમજ મેળવી , લેખન કયુ� અને િચત્ર વાતા� ની સમજ મેળવી અને ચચા� 
કરી .  

Sanskrit छात्रो ंने सं�ृत की वण�माला एवं तीनो ंिल�ो ंकी मूलभूत जानकारी िचत्रो ंके मा�म से प्रा� की । 

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students learned 
prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique, healing technique, 
and cosmic chants. The session gave all a chance to close their eyes and 
introspect, attain a few moments of calm and time with “Self”.    

Art & Craft Students enjoyed writing and decorating their name in different font styles. 

Dance Students enjoyed the dance on the ‘Dil Duba’ song. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED 

English The little enthusiastic learners were excited to learn the chapter, ‘ A Bottle 
of Dew’ and they briefed the class about the story.  Reading and 
explanation of the chapter were done in the class followed by discussion of 
the objective exercises. 

Math Students were introduced to a new chapter “Large Numbers”, wherein 
they came to know about the seven and eight digits Indian and 
International numeration system, their place value, face value and 
expanded form. The textual exercise was discussed and solved in the 
class.   

Science Students were introduced to a new chapter ‘Growing plants’, wherein they 
came to know about the importance of seeds and it’s different parts.  
Demonstration of the same was done with live examples i.e. dried and 
soaked seeds. Students were able to draw and identify different parts of a 
seed. 

Social 
Science 

Students were introduced to a chapter, “Globes and Maps”. They came 
to know about the difference between the two and the components of a 
map. 

Hindi िव�ािथ�यो ंने पाठ-1 " बढ़े चलो, बढ़े चलो (किवता) " का गायन िकया  एवं भावाथ� को समझा। 

Gujarati  િવ�ાથ�ઓએ “મારા પ્રભુ�” કિવતા ની સમજ મેળવી અને પ્રાથ�ના કઈ જગ્યા એ થાય છે? તેની 
ચચા� કરી. અઘરા શબ્દ ની સમજ મેળવી અને ચચા� કરી.  

Sanskrit छात्रो ंने सं�ृत वण�माला सीखा,व�ना का िहंदी अनुवाद जाना और आवृि� पाठ 1 से पु��� श� 
के बारे म� िव�ार से समझा । 

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students learned 
prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique, healing technique, 
and cosmic chants. The session gave all a chance to close their eyes and 
introspect, attain a few moments of calm and time with “Self”.    

Art & Craft Learning the art of drawing becomes easy with the use of lines and so 
students were explained the importance of calligraphy lines and sketch, 
they even drew and practiced the same in a sketchbook as well as creative 
drawing book. 

Dance Students enjoyed the dance on the “Saturday Saturday” song. 

 

 
 

 



 

 

 

 SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED 

English Students began their new session with a very interesting prose, ‘Feline 
eating disorders’. The textual exercise was discussed. 

Math Students were introduced to a new chapter “Number System”, wherein 
they came to know about the Indian and International system of 
numeration, place value and the face value of a digit in a number, expanded 
form of numbers, estimation and rounding off numbers. The textual 
exercise was discussed and solved in the class. 

Science Students were introduced to a new chapter “Food and its Sources”, 
wherein they came to know about plants as a source of food, animals as a 
source of and different food habits of animals. MCQ based questions and 
answers from the textbook were discussed in the class. 

Social 
Science 

Students were introduced to the chapter in Political Science- Understanding 
Diversity. They explained the meaning of diversity and the difference of 
lives based on geographical locations. 

Hindi िव�ािथ�यो ंने पाठ-1 " मेरे देश के लाल (किवता) " का गायन िकया  एवं भावाथ� को समझा। 

Gujarati  િવ�ાથ�ઓએ “મારી શાળા”  કિવતા નું ગાન કયુ� , સમજ મેળવી  અને શાળા એટલે �વનના 
પાઠ સમ�વતંુ સ્થાન છે એની ચચા�  કરી.  

Sanskrit छात्रो ंने �िचरा पु�क के पाठ 1 श� प�रचय को समझा और उसके अ�ास को भी पूरा िकया । 

Computer Students were introduced to a new chapter ‘The Internet’, wherein they 
learned the history of the internet. 

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students learned 
prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique, healing technique, 
and cosmic chants. The session gave all a chance to close their eyes and 
introspect, attain a few moments of calm and time with “Self”.    

Art & Craft Students were explained the importance of calligraphy lines, sketch and 
form, they drew and practiced the same in the sketchbook, they even drew 
a creative picture using calligraphy lines and forms in a creative drawing 
book. 

Dance Students enjoyed the dance on the “Saturday Saturday” song. 

 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED 

English Learners began their new session with a very interesting prose, ‘Music 
maestro A.R. Rahaman’. The textual exercise was discussed. 

Math Students were introduced to the chapter ‘Integers’, wherein they came 
to know about the Integers and verified their properties.   

Science The students were introduced to the chapter, ‘ Nutrition in Plants’, by 
discussing the requirement and importance of nutrients. Autotrophic 
nutrition, photosynthesis, parasites, saprophytes and insectivorous plants 
were discussed. 

Social 
Science 

Students were introduced to the chapter, “Environment”. They came to 
know about the components of an environment and Ecosystem. 

Hindi िव�ािथ�यो ंने पाठ-1 " मेरी भावना (किवता) " का गायन िकया  एवं भावाथ� को समझा। 

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ “પ્રકૃિતનંુ સૌદંય�“ કિવતા ની ચચા� કરી , કાવ્યનું ગાન કયુ�. કુદરતી સૌદંય�  ની ચચા� 
કરી.  

Sanskrit  छात्रो ंने सं�ृत की वण�माला का अ�ास िकया साथ ही अ�ाय एक - सुभािषतािन के प्रथम पाँच 
�ोको ंका िहंदी अनुवाद भी सीखा । 

Computer Students were introduced to a new chapter, “Formulas and Functions 
in MS Excel”, wherein they learned the basic rules for formulas and 
functions. 

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students learned 
prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique, healing technique, 
and cosmic chants. The session gave all a chance to close their eyes and 
introspect, attain a few moments of calm and time with “Self”.    

Art & Craft Students were explained the importance of calligraphy lines, sketch and 
form. They drew a beautiful design of Mehandi in a creative drawing book. 

Dance Students enjoyed the dance on the ‘Befikra’ song. 

 
 
 

 

 



 

 

 

 SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED 

English Student began their new session with a very interesting prose, ‘Tenni 
Grey-Thompson’. The textual exercise was discussed. 

Math Students were introduced to the chapter ‘Rational Number’, wherein 
they came to know about the rational numbers and verified their 
properties.   

Science-
Chemistry 

Students were introduced to the new chapter  ‘Metals and Non-metals’, 
wherein the physical properties of metals and non-metals were discussed 
in the classroom with the help of PPT and live examples. 

Science-
Biology 

Students were introduced to the chapter, ‘Crop Production and 
Management, wherein different types of crops, various agricultural 
practices like ploughing, levelling, sowing and irrigation were discussed. 

Social 
Science 

Students were introduced to the chapter in History- How, When and 
Where. They came to know about the periodisation of Indian History by 
James Mill and other historians of India. 

Hindi िव�ािथ�यो ंने पाठ-1 " िहंदु�ान हमारा है (किवता) " का गायन िकया  एवं भावाथ� को समझा। 

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ “માંગ ુહંુ તે આપ પ્રભુ� “ કાવ્ય ની સમજ સારા ગુણો ની ચચા� કરી અને અઘરા 
શબ્દો નુ ંલેખન કયુ�.   

Sanskrit छात्रो ंने सं�ृत के वण�माला का अ�ास िकया और सं�ृत �ाकरण के कारक के प्रथम तीन चरण 
तक का प्रयोग करना सीखा । 

Computer Students were introduced to a new chapter “Technology-Today and 
Tomorrow”, wherein they came to the meaning of IoT devices and smart 
home features. 

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students learned 
prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique, healing technique, 
and cosmic chants. The session gave all a chance to close their eyes and 
introspect, attain a few moments of calm and time with “Self”.    

Art & Craft Students were explained the importance of calligraphy lines, sketch and 
form, they drew and practiced the same in the sketchbook, they even drew 
a creative picture using calligraphy lines and forms in a creative drawing 
book. 

Dance Students enjoyed the dance on the ‘Befikra’ song. 

 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED 

English Students began their new session with futuristic prose, ‘The fun they 
had’. The textual exercise was discussed. 

Math Students understood the number system and existence of the Real 
Number. 

Science- 
Chemistry 

Students were introduced to the chapter “Matter in our surroundings”, 
wherein they were able to observe and identify the physical properties of 
matter. Live examples were demonstrated in the classroom 

Science- 
Biology 

The Chapter, ‘The Fundamental Unit of Life’ was introduced to the class 
by briefing them about the discovery of cells, the structural unit of a cell 
and the functions of the main organelles were discussed. 

Social 
Science- 
History 

Students were introduced to the chapter in History- French Revolution. 
They understood the composition of the French Society in the late 18th 
century. 

Social 
Science- 
Economics 

Students were introduced to a new chapter ‘The Story of Village 
Palampur’. Wherein they came to know forms of production, farming 
in Palampur in fixed land, multiple cropping and traditional farming 
methods.  

Hindi िव�ािथ�यो ंने पु�क संचयन से पाठ-1 "िग�ू (कहानी)" को पढ़ा एवं समझा। 

Computer Students learned about the basic components of spreadsheets and their 
uses. 

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students learned 
prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique, healing technique, 
and cosmic chants. The session gave all a chance to close their eyes and 
introspect, attain a few moments of calm and time with “Self”.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED 

English Tenses were elaborated and explained in detail to the students with extra 
exercise.  

Math More application of similarity and Area of Triangle, its proof were 
discussed in the class.  

Science- 
Physics 

Continuing with the chapter, ‘Light - Reflection and Refraction’, the 
concept of Refraction was introduced to the class. The laws, refractive 
index, nature and position of images formed by refractive lenses, lens 
formula, magnification of lens and power of lens was discussed. 

Science- 
Chemistry 

Continuing the chapter ‘Acids, Bases and Salt’, wherein the important 
chemical reactions of acids and bases such as reactions with metals and 
non-metals, carbonates and bicarbonates etc were discussed with 
chemical equations.  

Social 
Science- 
History 

Students appeared for the class test of the chapter, “Rise of 
Nationalism in Europe” after a recapitulation of the same. 

Social 
Science- 
Political Life 

Students understood more about power-sharing among different 
countries, forms and basic principles of power-sharing in India.  

Hindi छात्रो ं ने “कर चले हम िफ़दा “ प� खंड “कैफ़ी आज़मी” िल�खत गीत को समझा और सैिनक 
जीवन की चुनौितयो ंकी चचा� िकया | 

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students learned 
prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique, healing technique, 
and cosmic chants. The session gave all a chance to close their eyes and 
introspect, attain a few moments of calm and time with “Self”.    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


